AAPM ® Next-Generation Standards

A welcome note from the Chair of the Certifying Commission

Standards in education and career development is undergoing a revolution the globally. The applications of project management are widespread in government, military, construction, technology and more. While some educational companies seek to engage (non college educated) professionals in training programs that take 21 months to 4 years (or even longer), the AAPM ® Board and IPMC Commission was established largely by leaders from PM Industry looking for methods of raising the bar in accreditation mandates in graduate management education. ** Accreditation - Our GAFM ® Certification Board is TUV Accredited and ISO 9001 Certified for Quality and ISO 29990 Certified for Educational Standards. Approved Sanctioned by the Arab Academy for over 20 Arab Nations. In academic alliance with the ACBSP National Business Accreditation Agency for Certification Standards worldwide. The GAFM ® Board of Standards is a founding member of the quality assurance standards memorandum of the CHEA International Quality Group.

Rather than create broad project management designation for anybody who has completed the fundamental terminology or with a entry level diploma, the AAPM ® IPMC has taken a graduate approach to our program design and created post-nominal designations and executive training for college educated and graduate educated sector of project management professionals. As such, The IPMC AAPM ® requirements ensures that each IPMC and AAPM professional maintains the highest level of demonstrated education and capability for a leadership or executive position in Project Management. In the last few years, IPMC™ and AAPM ® have had a meteoric rise in membership. We have expanded our operations globally with new alliances, training centers and operations in the USA, Middle-East, India, USA, Caribbean, South Africa, India, Eastern Europe, and throughout Asia. Of course at home in the Americas, we are still growing strong with increased recognition from the likes of the US Department of Education, United Nations, Dept of Labor, and others. Graduate applications for the MPM ® Masters Certification and the CIPM ® international core qualification are now possible through more than 40 of the world’s leading colleges and universities that offer Project Management related Graduate Degrees. Although it can take 2-4 years to complete a degree with one of our IPMC™ recognized programs, we do offer an executive intensive Certification training to groups that have met our admission and graduate educational requirements. This Copyrighted/Patented Executive Certification Training Model is available on location, in-house, on away at pre-determined resorts as per a corporate request.

Membership growth is accelerating with members in 140+ countries. Our quickest growing regions internationally are in EU, Asia, India, the Middle-East and Africa. I invite you to review our executive programs and online programs designed for corporations in your part of the world. Our relationships with leading fortune 500 company executives & employees continues to be a key strategy in defining the practical direction of our programs as our corporate members or clients have identified key development needs for their staff and for time management.

Together we are truly “Building the world’s future leaders in Project Management™”

Cordially and Kindest Regards,

Dr. George Mentz, JD, MBA, MPM®, CIPM®
Doctor of Jurisprudence and Notary Public - Licensed Counselor of Law
Founder, Chairman and General Counsel of the AAPM ® Board of Standard
Accredited Project Management Programs Worldwide

“Making good decisions is a crucial skill at every level.”

— Professor Peter Drucker
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Getting Started

When you’ve completed an AAPM ® Accredited and Qualified training program and been accepted for status as a Certification Holder in the American Academy you will receive the following items:

1. Designation Certification
2. Fellowship Declaration Certification
3. AAPM Handbook (this document)
4. Login credentials for the Members website
5. Access to AAPM Member network
6. Publication of your Name in the Global Verification Database

This handbook provides an introduction to the American Academy and answers some questions you might have. In addition, the full code of ethics and standards of practice are contained, along with information about how to contact the AAPM.

- Secure online USA Verification System available for those who want a public listing with the AAPM ® Database. AAPM Member ID card is available in digital format for printing and use. Sample Above or you can purchase an ID from a Chapter and Member-Toolkit Provider.
Questions new AAPM® candidates ask.

It is likely that this document will be the first of the components of the membership documents that you receive, so below are some of the standard questions that our new members normally ask about the American Academy and membership.

Q. How long before I receive my official designation or board certification document?
A. Certification Document processing normally takes a minimum of 2-3 weeks. You receive a handsome membership document along with the certification document that you have been qualified and approved to receive. You may have also requested a Fellow of the Academy Document.

Q. When can I start to use my designation?
A. Immediately after approval, AAPM® applicants receive confirmation of the acceptance of your membership or you have successfully registered for certification after completing a qualified and recognized executive program.

Q. What are the requirements for membership as an ‘Associate’?
A. If an individual working in the finance industry or as a Project Management professional has one of the following qualifications, you may immediately qualify for status as an Associate or Candidate Member: An ACBSP, AACSB, EQUIS or CHEA Project Management Related Degree (b) Enrolled in an Approved AAPM Program or Ongoing Program (c) Academic Researchers, Industry Experts, and Professors.

Q. What are the requirements for an AAPM® professional certification or designation?
A. The primary method of certification in the USA is the completion of a recognized AAPM® Executive training program or accredited diploma program or one of our other numerous degree providers. * AACSB and ACBSP related programs automatically qualify persons only for MPM Core Certification. Further executive training, experience, education, and approval qualifies the applicant to register for other Graduate Certifications. In exceptional circumstances primarily in the USA, the AAPM Board of Standards may offer exemption from further courses and assessment criteria for Graduate Certification. Board review is required for advanced standing qualifications, but the following are some of the criteria for exemption status:

(a) An AACSB or ACBSP Project Management Related Graduate Degree, or EQUIS or ABA Degree Diploma, Engineering License, High Military Grade, or Equivalent
(b) Vast Professional experience or Recognized Industry Expert (*As per Board Policy)
(c) MBA/MASTERS or Law Degree, PhD, or CPA, Recognized Graduate Designations, & specialization work,
(d) Professors and Academic Researchers (Professor/Doctorate Level)

Q. How is the AAPM® Structured?
A. The AAPM is a graduate professional Certifying Body and Society governed by the IBS International Board of Standards and Presidential Advisors and a membership code of ethics and standards of practice. The AAPM is a legally chartered and limited liability entity founded and operated in the USA while promoting over 500 non-profit educational bodies. Some international chapters act as a ‘society’ or non-profit association. At all times the AAPM and the good standing of members is subject to the laws of the land and to policies of the Board of Standards. The Academy’s authority and certifications are structurally based on the dictates or dictum of the US Supreme Court case (Ibanez vs. Florida and the Peel Case) & these cases illustrate general regulations, criteria, and policy of the AAPM marks in respect to quality standards and assurance for membership and certification.

Q. How and when was the AAPM® Management Board founded?
A. The AAPM was founded in 1996, via a merger between the Condor Falcon Graduate Institute of Management and independent Board of Standards. The AAPM was originally established as a professional organization for investment managers, ebusiness consultants, engineers, military, and analysts. The merger of these two entities memberships provided a cross-discipline association, a laser focus on industry specialization, a high-level product line of training and graduate-level-certification opportunities, and a strong reach to a mature membership platform.
Q. How many members are in the American Academy of Project Management?
A. The AAPM® has grown quickly and recently has held over 25,000 PhDs, Lawyers, MBA's, CPAs, ACBSP Graduates, Masters Degree Holders, candidates, and executive members in over 151 nations. AAPM takes pride in holding a membership with superior qualifications, experience, and designations. The AAPM has stated that it wishes to grow that membership to 50,000 within 3 years and current growth is tracking against that objective.

Q. What are the benefits of being a member of the AAPM®?
A. The key benefit for Certification Holders is obviously the ability to add a professional designation & post-nominal to your list of resume qualifications and display this on your business card, letter head, email signature, C.V. etc. For most individuals certification is one of the key drivers of membership and the pursuit of higher education through the AAPM accepted programs. However, other key benefits exist such as:

i) Access to one the Top Graduate Project Management networks around the globe,
ii) Access to the AAPM body of knowledge including articles, scorecards, calculators, simulators and other tools available exclusively to AAPM members online,
iii) An online system that may confirm your membership and certification to employers or other interested parties.
v) Opportunities to network with charter holders and members throughout the world
vi) Global Conferences and Networking Events www.GAFM.eu
vii) Identical qualification received as those received by a graduate of a top-US business school program (in the case of the MPM offered to graduates of top schools in the USA, India, Arabia, UK, China and Asia for members), and
viii) Recognition by alliance partners, corporate sponsors or multiple government bodies

Q. How can the American Academy of Project Management® offer professional awards from an executive program, that others claim should take years of study to achieve?
A. AAPM only offers Board Certification, Charter or Designation qualifications to individuals with a minimum graduate education requirement of professional working experience or industry expertise. AAPM is the First to promote double-accredited education and exams. While some organizations offer non-college educated applicants immediate entry into 'certified' training programs, the AAPM requires all professionals seeking to attain a specialist designation to have actual college education and working experience. Many of our contemporaries have a single qualification that focuses on project manager basics; however, The American Academy of Project Management® has specifically designed graduate & specialist designations curriculums targeted to the role of the professional in an international role, and has chosen to eliminate broader subject material so that just the core requirements for best-practice, multi-national employment are met. In this way, we have reduced program timeframes to essential skills, rather than overkill on the broker and insurance salesman subject matter our members are likely to never require in real life applications. Further, the majority of our graduate members already have an earned or accredited MBA, PE, Masters Degree, PhD or other licenses where they have passed a multitude of graduate exams that cover the fundamentals and theory from accredited colleges already.

Finally, AAPM® does not typically run programs over many years or months, instead choosing to accredit and sanction highly focused and rigorous executive programs conducted by world-class experts in an “executive fast track” format that allows specialization. While other programs can be done over years, we believe in efficient qualification programs for those who already have degrees, licenses, and expertise etc will bring a quality return on training investment.
The American Academy of Project Management ® offers a range of certifications for the Industry, Senior Executives and Management, and Corporate professionals in the Middle-East and Asia. The program units typically run for 4 or 5 days and require specific EDUCATIONAL prerequisites for entry, which vary depending on the award offered. The program details, by competency area, are classified as follows:

- CIPM Certified International Project Manager ® - USA and Hong Kong Trademark/AAPM
- MPM Master Project Manager ® US Trademark
- PME ™ Project Manager E-Business ®
- AAPM ® AgCC Agile Communications Certification or Accredited Agile Project Manager (Agile Project Management Certification)
- CPE ™ Certified Planning Engineer ®
- MMC Master Management Consultant ®
- MQM ™ Master Quality Manager ™ (Quality Control)
- CPRM ™ Certified Project Risk Manager
- PME ™ Project Manager E-Business ™ (IT Web Focus)
- CMA ™ Certified e-Marketing Analyst (Project Marketing)
- CHRA ™ Chartered or Certified Human Resources Analyst ™
- CPC ™ Certified Project Consultant
- MCP ™ Management Consultant Professional ™
- QBC ™ Qualified Business Coach ™
- CLC ™ Certified Leadership Consultant ™ (Project Leaders)
- PMd ™ Project Management Designation ™ (Fundamentals)

Awards issued by the AAPM ® IPMC ™ through the American Academy of Project Management ® Worldwide, however, the MPM Masters Certification requirements can be met by attending one of our 40+ recognized accredited degree programs.
Proper and Ethical Use of AAPM ® designations

To add an AAPM ® post-nominal or certification to your business card or your resume requires you receive a recognized 'award', as such there are two specific types of awards available:

i) Academic Award, such as an MBA, PhD, MSc, etc, and

ii) Board Certification or Professional Award: MPM ®, CIPM ®, AAPM®, CPC™, etc

For the American Academy of Project Management ® to issue its members with a Professional Award, each designation or mark is a registered Service Mark or Trademark (and copyrighted or trademarked in other countries around the world.) This means that the marks or designations are owned by the American Academy of Project Management™ and members must comply with proper use regulations as contained below.

AAPM ® designations must be used appropriately if the Academy is to maintain control of their use and ensure that our high standards are adhered to. For the purpose of this discussion, we will use the Core AAPM qualification of CIPM or “Certified International Project Manager” as an example.

The MFP™ or Any AAPM™ mark must always be used as a Board Certification or Designation. Wherever possible, the full designation title should be used such as follows:

Ali Smith, MPM ®
John Batt, Master Project Manager ®, or

Chris Smith  CIPM, Certified International Project Manager ®

AAPM ™ marks should not be used in the plural or in the possessive. If used in the abbreviated form, wherever possible use the trademark symbol next to the designation, such as:

MPM ® or CIPM®

In communication regarding your designation you may state that you are a “Fellow (Graduate Certification Holder)  (Fellows are not given the designation but are awarded the right to use the AAPM designation by the Academy. Fellows can use their designation along with the fellowship mark as follows:

John Lee MBA, MPM®, (F-AAPM )

John Lee Suliman, CPC
Chartered Project Consultant™,
Fellow of the American Academy of Project Management ®

The AAPM ® Standards of Professional Conduct limits the use of the AAPM designations only to those who have received their Board Certification or charter documents and requires that such marks be used only in a dignified and judicious manner. The board of standards has previously stated that it is “…the responsibility of members, fellows, and candidates of AAPM Programs to use Certification marks or designations or refer to their membership in the Academy properly, professionally and in a manner that does not mislead third parties as to their affiliation with the Academy or the legal standing…” If you have applied for exemption status or advanced standing and you have not received your designation, you cannot make use of the AAPM mark or the designation. Additional information regarding the proper and ethical use of AAPM designations can be found on the AAPM website www.AAPM.eu or www.certifiedprojectmanager.org or by contacting the AAPM ® USA Legal offices.
AAPM ® Certifications, Masters Designations, Charters and proper use of credentials

You will be provided with two Official Documents upon completion of an AAPM ® designation carrying qualification. They are:

1. Membership Charter
2. Designation Board Certification (including fellow status)

Examples are shown below:

American Academy of Project Management

Johann Lee, MPM ® Master Project Manager International

Figure 2 – Sample Certification and Fellowship declaration

The AAPM ® Quality Certification Documents can be displayed in plain view either mounted separately or together. The Certification, Membership & fellowship certification can only be displayed if you are in Good Standing with the Academy and you are recorded on the AAPM member register as a current member. US, Latin American and North American members receive the type of certification above. The approved official documents are more secure with even greater quality control.
AAPM ® Continuing Education Requirements

Annually, each AAPM charter holder and board certification holder should complete 15 hours or more of continuing education CE credits. Contained below is a list of education that counts toward CE credits with the AAPM. 15 hours would be equivalent to a 2 day seminar or conference event. Members receive 1 point or credit for 1 equivalent hour of recognized training.

Members may complete one of the below or a combination to fulfill their annual requirements.

1. The AAPM Approved Conference counts for full CE Credit. This is an approved 1-2 day conference or seminar event that counts for 15 hours.
2. Attendance of 15 or more hours of approved education for lawyers or CPAs. (2 days of training)
3. 15 Hours of executive education from an Approved Provider or AASCB, ABA, EQUIS, or ACBSP accredited business school approved program (i.e. or one full graduate course would count)
4. Publish an article in the AAPM Articles Journal or Qualified Peer Reviewed Journal
5. Attend one of our Global Project Management Conferences or Summits, or
6. Attend an AAPM recognized training program.
7. Led a training course or taught a course or program in your field. 1 hour = 3 Credits

Either email verify@certifiedprojectmanager.org or post a record of your attendance to the CE section of the Members website. Note: First year Exemption is available to new members. Fellows in their first year of membership are exempt from the CE requirements. CE must be done from the second year of fellowship only.

AAPM ® Certification Fees and Good Standing:

AAPM Certification and Professional Designation applicants pay initial certification and graduate fees. Good Standing fees are set by the board. In the United States, each applicant pays the initial certification and membership fee as set by the Board. After the initial membership and certification time period as stated on the actual certification or charter document, the member is expected to renew their designation and complete the required continuing education and ethics requirements. Sometimes, the approved educational institution collects the fees and processes membership and certification for the Board of Standards. In other cases, eligible applicants apply directly to the board on a “one-by-one” basis and make registration payment online.
AAPM ® Exams and Accreditation

AAPM ® Approved Providers and Trainers

The AAPM accredits or approves a limited number of training providers in each market it operates in. Typically 4 or 5 partner Universities are chosen per country (with the exception of double accredited AACSB and ACBSP registered business schools for CIPM Core Qualification program). Each accredited provider must demonstrate to the AAPM Board that they have the capability to offer the highest standard of training consistent with AAPM curriculum and requirements, and the status of these providers is reviewed on an annual basis to ensure that quality standards are maintained.

The AAPM encourages localization of course materials for each respective region and country. As a result, administration and trainers for local AAPM courses are eligible to conduct localized or custom courses, but they first must attain board certification or approval as AAPM faculty. Alternatively, the AAPM arranges for certified and experienced lecturers to conduct training programs in various locations around the world. Experienced lecturers come from: The USA, EU, Asia and other mature project management industry professional markets. The AAPM ® is the first to offer ABA Accredited Law School education in conjunction with AAPM ® Certification.

Examinations

Examinations and assessment are currently provided as part of the course framework of an AAPM registered or accredited training program, such as: Executive Programs provided by partner universities or world-class training companies. However, the AAPM does supply course providers with the standard exam criteria or TCO “Terminal Course Objectives”, which are then localized to allow for regional regulatory conditions, taxation requirements and other market specific situations.

Examinations are provided in the lingua-franca of the country where AAPM candidates are participating in the program. English Exams are not mandatory, as we wish to make the AAPM sponsored and recognized membership and education accessible to as many qualified individuals as possible.

In recent years, the assessment committee intends to centralize examinations with a local and international component to the examination program. Core programs will be the first to qualify for global assessment, with specializations being assessed through course framework as currently performed.
AAPM ® Board of Standards Accreditation Council

The Global Board of Standards and Honorary Advisors for AAPM Board has been traditionally composed of 50 member professionals including faculty from several universities, executives and managers, lawyers, judges, and world renowned PM practitioners. 10 Doctorate level professionals sit on our academic committee overseeing standards and ethics. AAPM was begun by executives, MBAs, professionals, lawyers, and faculty to provide specialized management education and certification worldwide through the use of executive training. AAPM’s Board of Standards is a professional oversight committee that creates the standards for membership, requirements for board certifications, policies for ethics and methods to increase professionalism. AAPM owns the intellectual property, copyrights, designations, and marks used herein. The Accre

AAPM ® Super Board of Standards

- Prof. George Mentz, JD, MBA, CWM™, CTEP™, CPM, CAM - Chairman and General Counsel - AAPM Board of Standards
- Dr. Cornel Collins, MBA, MSc, PhD, MPM™, CIPM™, IWWP, CPM, CAC: - Lignum Technologies (Bahamas) Ltd.
- Prof. Dr. Roberto Santillan – Latin America - Mexico, Peru, Chile, Argentina
- Dir. Carl Thong, MBA, MPM, CWM – Asia China Training - Singapore
- Stephen Polak, MS, CPA, CWM® - USA Governmental Liaison

Presidential Advisors to the Super Board & AAPM Ambassadors

- Dr. C. Campbell - PhD - CEO OPMM
- Henry Ong, MPM - Philippines - CEO SGC Education
- Deepak Jain, MPM -AAPM Training CEO India - Mumbai and Delhi
- Mick Campbell, MBA, MPM, CIPM - OPMM and Head of Training Standards

*The AAPM Super Board of Standards is responsible for the administrative decisions for the Global Certification and Training Operations. Based on the advice of our legal committee, AAPM strives to maintain educational flexibility & strategic advantage for expansion; thus, the AAPM as a Board of Standards has always been registered and remained a Limited Liability Company registered in the United States.

AAPM ® Accreditation Council

The AAPM International Board of Standards and Honorary Advisors also serve as provincial counselors and commissioners to the International Board of Standards – Accreditation Council. The accreditation council helps decide which educational institutions are accredited, sanction or recognized as “REGISTERED” by the AAPM and International Board of Standards IBS.

The Council also decides which credentials, designations, charters and certifications will be nominated for approval and global use. The Global Board and Council also have the power to nominate new members for recognition and nominate organizations for alliances.
**Global Board - Honorary Academic Advisory Council & Professors**

These distinguished advisory board members are not faculty of AAPM. The majority of professors listed here are recipients of The AAPM honorary distinguished global advisors award, who retain teaching posts or have taught at a tertiary level for respected colleges and institutions around the world. Others have demonstrated exemplary industry knowledge or technical specialty in their field of endeavor and have been recognized by industry as amongst the pre-eminent professionals in their domain arena.

**List of Global Honorary Advisory Council**

- **Chairman** - Counselor & Dr. George Mentz, JD, MBA, MPM™, CIPM™ - Atty at Law - General Counsel USA - Doctor of Jurisprudence Master of Business Administration, Certification in International Legal Studies - Author of Project Management Books and Treatises and Teacher of PM College and Grad. Courses.
- Dr. Ruby Chua, EdD, Director of Technology Training Center at Queens College - Director of Project Management Professional Program - CUNY City University New York - Honorary Global Advisory Board
- Prof. David H. Belton, MPM - Masters in Project Management, GCPM, CLA, SME, CIPMTM, AAPMTM Certified Trainer, MPMTM, AAPM Global Advisory Committee, and Fellow - Houston, TX
- Dr. Jaime T. Valdez, PhD, P.Eng (UK), MSPE, MQM, CIPM, FAAPM. - Honorary Global Advisor
- Sandeep Desai, PMP®, MPM®, CIPM® - AAPM® - Honorary Global Advisor
- Salvagni Enrico, MEMgt, BEng Mech. Eng. MPM® - MIE-MIET (UK); P.Eng(UK) FSPE, FIEEE (ZA), FABEI (f), - Design, Technology and Management Society Italian Representative- California University FCE Italian Representative- Vice President-Fellow of The Association of British Engineers in Italy - Consulting Engineer – Honorary Global Advisory Board
- Dr. David Goh, CIPM, DBA, MSc, BSc. - Hon. Global Advisory Board Asia
- Demetrios Kachulis, Ms, MBA, MPM, CISA, CISSP - Nicossia Cyprus - Eldion Consulting Director - Member Since: June – Honorary Global Advisory Board
- Dr. Chan Yuan Eng, PhD, MSc (Proj Mgmt) (USM), MPMI (USA), MIInstBE, MAIE, MAACE, MInstCES, MIconstM, MSCL, CCPM, CIPM - Principal Consultant, Perunding PMC (Project Management Consultants), Penang, Malaysia - Hon. Global Advisor
- Dr. R.-L. Etienne Barnett, Baccalauréat, B.A., M.A., M. Phil., Ph.D., MPM® Honorary Global Advisory Board
- Hunsung Back, MBA, CCE®, PMP®, PMI-SP®, MPM®, CIPM®, CompTIA Project+, AAPM® - Honorary Global Advisory Board member - Seoul, Rep of Korea
- Yinka Dixon-Oludaiye BA, MPM, CIPM, PME, AAPM, Dean, Premier College Ireland, International Project Manager, AAPM Global Advisor / IBS International Board of Standards - (www.irelandpremiercollege.com).
- Paul D. Ramirez Tapia, Engineering Manager, MQM- Master Quality Management, CIPM®, PMP, MCTS, Development Consultant - Honorary Advisory Board - Madrid, Spain
- Ricardo Felix, CIPM®, PME, PMP®, CompTIA, CDIA+, ITIL® v3 F, Honorary Advisory Committee member - Felixtal.com founder - Brazil
- David H. Belton, MPM- Masters in Project Management, CIPMTM, AAPM™ Certified Trainer, MPM - Honorary Global Advisory Committee Prof. Dr. Shapoor Zarei, PDF, Ph.D, MPM, PM Researcher – Honorary Global Advisory
- Eng. Elbah Abdou, MSc, PMP, CIPM™ - AAPM® Hon. Global Advisor, Palestine
• John E. Thompson, MPM, PMP, CIPM, CPRM, CPE, PME, SSBB – Director of Support – Ohio – Hon. Global Advisor
• Amy L. Ketchum, CPM, MPM, CIPM, PME - Ohio, USA. Senior Project Manager & business owner of Hip Gloss Productions, LLC – Honorary Global Advisory Board
• Dr. Ahmed A. Rasouf Hamdy, MSc, MPM, CIPM, PMP - Project Management Consultant and Instructor, Certified Arbitrator and Expert. Egypt, Kuwait – Honorary Global Advisory Board
• Shweta Gupta, CPRM – Masters in Project Management (The George Washington University, Washington D.C.) – Hon. Global Advisor - India and USA
• Kent Chan Siewho, Malaysia CPE, CIPM Chapter President Special Adviser in Conjunction with International Project Management Council
• Dr. Sean Mark Francis, DBA, CIPM ® - South Africa - Hon. Global Advisor
• Prof. Dr. Bethel Erastus-Obilo ~ LLB., Ph.D., MPM ™, CIPM ™ - Hon. Global Advisor
• Don Boulay, B.A., MAs, CPM, ITIL, PMP, PRINCE2 and COBITT Certified – MPM ® - Hon. Global Advisory North America
• Prof. Dr. Ramon Costa, DBA, MPM, - Barcelona Spain EU - E.ADA - Escuela de Alta Dirección y Administración - Hon. Global Advisor Board
• Dr. Harold L. Casey, PhD, CSMA, MPM, CLM, E. Director Lean Deployment/CI - Ohio, USA - Hon. Global Advisor
• Michael A. Goodman, MPM: Director - Hon. Global Advisory Council North America
• Eng. Ehab Abdo, MSc, PMP, CIPM ®. - APM ™ Hon. Global Advisor, Palestine
• Dr. Chris Odionu, PhD, Department of Technology, School of Engineering and Technology, Alabama A&;M University USA - Chapter Lead for APM
• Timothy B. Graves, AS, PMP, MPM, CIPM, Sr. Program/Project Management Consultant, President and Principal Consultant, Claymore Consulting, LLC, Honorary Global Advisor American Academy of Project Management (AAMP), Houston, TX
• Anthony Bowen, MPA, CTC, PME, MPM, CIPM - New York - USA - Project Manager
• Dr. Allan Britton, PhD, M.A. LLB (Hons) MPM ® CHSIII, Darlington, United Kingdom
• Do Huong Nghia MPM, PMP, ITIL. - Engineering Director - Asia Global Advisor
• A/ADI ADR-A, MPM®, CIPM®, PMP, PgMP, PMI-RMP, PMI-SP, PMI-OPM3 A/G, , PMOG, PROJECT+, CDLA | General Manager Lebanon / Professional Services - Manager - Hon. Global Advisor
• Prof. Dr. John L. Kester Ph.D, CPC - Distinguished Professor in the Department of Engineering - Shaw University - NC, USA
• Dr. Ciro Martinez II, PhD, JD, LLM, MBA, MCP, CEC - USA - Global Advisor
• Everette Virgil Greene Sr., BSc., CCC, CCI, CIPM, CPE, MPM CIPM - Certified Construction Consultant / Project Manager / Planning Engineer - Turks and Caicos Islands, B.W.I.
• Dr. Anthony T. W. are, D.Sc., PhD, MPM®, CIPM ®. Hon. Global Advisor
• Dr. Srabanti Sarkar, PhD, MPA® - CEO, SIROM Consulting Services, Grants and Project Management Consultant, New Jersey, USA - Hon. Global Board of Advisors
• Dee Wood Kvittet, MBA, MSc, SSBB, MPM™, CIPM™, CQM, CQE, ISO9001 Lead Auditor, AS9100 Lead Auditor, President – Anchor Quality Solutions, Greenville SC USA
• Professor Stephen Polak, MS, CPA, MPM®, CIPM, CWM, CAM - Super Board - Academic - US Governmental Regulatory & Law School Advisor - Tenn. USA Board of Advisors
• Professor Dr. K. C. Chan D.Litt, PhD, MPM ®, PMP, PMC, CMC, Asia and Singapore - Global Advisory Board
• Dr. Marc Brandone, PhD, MBA, MPM ™, CIPM™, PMP™ - Consortium Mgr. - Siemens - Qatar
• Dr. Anthony T. W. are, D.Sc., PhD, MPM®, CIPM ®. Hon. Global Advisor
• Dr. Srabanti Sarkar, PhD, MPA® - CEO, SIROM Consulting Services, Grants and Project Management Consultant, New Jersey, USA - Hon. Global Board of Advisors
• Dee Wood Kvittet, MBA, MSc, SSBB, MPM™, CIPM™, CQM, CQE, ISO9001 Lead Auditor, AS9100 Lead Auditor, President – Anchor Quality Solutions, Greenville SC USA
• Professor Stephen Polak, MS, CPA, MPM®, CIPM, CWM, CAM - Super Board - Academic - US Governmental Regulatory & Law School Advisor - Tenn. USA Board of Advisors
• Professor Dr. K. C. Chan D.Litt, PhD, MPM ®, PMP, PMC, CMC, Asia and Singapore - Global Advisory Board
• Dr. Marc Brandone, PhD, MBA, MPM ™, CIPM™, PMP™ - Consortium Mgr. - Siemens - Qatar
• PGDBA (Operations), MPM™, PMPTM, CIPMTM, CPC™, MAaSI - Senior Project Management Executive - India, Middle East & Australia

• Prof. Dr. Larry Beebe, PhD, MPM - Tiffin Univ., Ohio - USA

• Dr. Ahmad Cameron, BS, MS, MTech, PhD, PMP, MPM, CIPM CECC, ASiT - Canada, EU and India

• Michael Tomaszewski, MBT JP(QUA-L) MAIPM MIHEA MAIR-AH CIPM MPM, Brisbane, Australia (Honorary Advisor)

• David Lewis, TXgt., USAF, MPM, CPRM, Construction and Energy Management Consultant

• Robert D. Wells Sr, MPM Max. Project Manager™ - Hon. Global Advisor - President, PMI-America Services - www.pmi-america.com

• Jeff Hodgkinson, MBA, PgMP(TM), MPM™, CPC™, CIPMTM, PMPTM - Mesa, AZ - Project Mgt. Execl and Trainer - Hon. Global Advisor

• Dr. Sammy C Germany, PhD, MPM, CIPM, CPRM, CPE, MBA - Long Beach, CA, USA - Global Advisor

• Prof. (Dr.) Nirajnan C. Bhat, Hon. Global Advisor for AAFM and AAMP, International & Grand PhD, FAAPM / FAAFM, MPM / MQM / MMC, CIPM, GPM, CPD and MFP - India

• Prof. Dr. Yawnumin Chay, PhD, MBus, MBA, BAcc (Hons), MFP, MPM, MFMC, RF5, CAM, FAD, CWM, CAM, CEC, CPA, CMILT, MBCS, CFTPI - Special Advisor from Singapore and UK - Deloitte and Touche

• Dr. Lincoln B. S. Rosa, PhD, MBA, CompTIA ITProject+ SME, A-APM Member, IEC Fellow, ICECC, MCSE, Chair of AAFM Brazil, President of Silva Rosa Group.

• Mike Stephens, MSc., MPM - Chief Technology Officer, Recitel Ltd, Rutland, UK - (Honorary Advisor)

• Rajesh Chathaparam, BS, MS, MBA- A, MM (Accounting), PMPTM, CEC™, MFP™, CIPMTM - Hon. Global Advisor, Texas, USA

• Aslam Sardar Ansari, BE (Constr), CEEng (India), MPM, CIPM, Master Project Manager, PGDA:ACM, DMTM, DHRM, ADBA, PGDOM, PGDLSS, Lean Expert, Six Sigma (Black Belt), Member (PMI), Member (AIMA), Member (IEI), PM Executive - Mumbai (India) - Hon. Global Advisor.

• David George Gresham, BS, MPM, CCNA, ITIL - Vor trekker Consulting LLC - OR, USA

• Olivier de los Santos ECE, CSSGB, PMP, MBA, MQM, MPM™, CIPMTM, Project Manager and Certified Trainer – Dubai UAE (Honorary Board Advisor)

• Roger Y. Khoury, MSc, MPM, CIPM Master Project Manager, Certified International Project Manager - Hon. Global Advisor

• Ind. Eng. Giovanni P. Papichio, EUR ING, MPM Master Project Manager, Frankfurt am Main, Germany – CEO Manager, Power Engineering & Management Consulting

• Dr. Shivanand R. Koppalkar, Dip. (Computer Technology), ADCSSA®-A, BE (Computer Engg), MBA - Business Administration (USA), MPM®, CIPM®, PME™, CEC™, CSA™, CMBM™, MCP™, MQC™, MQM™, CSOE, CJSRCP, AAFM® Board of Honorary Global Advisors

• Edward D. Nieto, Regional Technology Manager, Germany; Small Business Owner of www.GermanyTravelServices.com and the FeWo GardenView Apartments by Bad Kissingen, Germany; Certified Lean Six Sigma Green Belt, Doctoral Candidate for a Ph.D. degree in Business Administration with a Specialization in the Management of Engineering and Technology.

• Dr. L. Fiegle, DBA, MPM, CIPMTM - (Hon. Board of Advisors) Atlanta, GA USA

• Dr. Sungman Kim, PhD, MLA, AICP, ASLA, CPRM, MPM, GISP - Florida, USA (Hon. Global Advisor)

• Joseph S. Buykau, BSc, PgDip, MSc (Eng), MPM™, CIPMTM - Finland - Senior Project Manager - Honorary Global Adviser

• Kathleen A. Daughton, JD, MBA, Master Project Manager (MPM™), Certified International Project Manager (CIPMTM), Certified Information Privacy Professional/Government (CIPP/G) - Honorary Global Adviser

• Prof. Dr. A. Mateo, MPM, CIPM, PIME - Physician and Researcher, New York USA

• Dr. Tripti M. Mathew, MD, MPH, MBA, MPM, CPRM, MQM, CHRA, MCP - President & CEO - Alpha & Omega Healthcare Management Consulting - http://www.alphanomega.info

• Dominique R. Leroux, MSc., CIPM, PME, CPE - Ohio, USA - CEO proebusiness.com - Hon. Global Advisory Board
• CEO Sandra G. Senegal Purdom, EP, MPM, Engineer, President QMS, Inc. - LA - USA
• Dr. Ronnie L. Holmes, PhD, MPM, CIPM - Europe and USA (Honorary Board Advisor)
• Dr. Dimitrios S. Stamoulis, CEC, MPM, Banking Executive & University Lecturer, Athens, Greece.
• Dr. Christopher Lietz, PhD, MPM - Canada (Honorary Board of Advisors)
• Brian M. Gielbeda, MS, MPM, PMP ®- Senior Project Manager - Forest Hills, New York USA (Hon. Global Adv.)
• Dr. Robert A. Marshall, Ph.D., MPM, RBA, PCRS - Atlanta, GA - USA and Asia - Global Advisor
• Dr. Derek J Lynn, Ph.D, MPM, CSE, RPIH - Virginia, USA - Global Advisory Board
• Dr. Jorge Ayala-Cruz, Ph.D., MPM, MBA, MS, PMP, CSACP, CML, CLA, CPI3 - Puerto Rico, USA - Global Advisory Board
• Dr. Dallip Bhowani, PhD, CIPM, BS, Adv. Dip. - South Africa - Exec. Project Manager, Hon. Adv.
• Dr. Mikhail Sadanou, PhD, A.APM, MPM, CIMC, PRINCE2 Practitioner, PRINCE2 Foundation, Expetrating PM, Brainbench PM S& T România
• Dr. Cornel Collins, MBA, M.S., Ph.D, MPM™, CIPMTM, IWWM, CPM, CAC - Lignum Technologies (Bahamas) Ltd.
• Steven J. Richards, MPM®, CIPM®, CPE™, PMP®, BS (Engineering, U.S. Military Academy, West Point, New York) - Chicago, USA - Executive Project Manager - *Global Advisor
• Dr. Dale Mancini, PhD, MPM - Michigan, USA Project Management Executive
• Dr. H. Sanni Yaya, M.Sc., Ph.D., Adm.A., F.C.I.M., MPM(tm). - Canada (Honorary Advisor to the Board)
• Dr. Hilda J. Benberry, PhD, MPM™, CPDT™ - Proj. Mgt. Exec. - Indianapolis, IN Hon. Glob. Advisor
• Dr. Demitri Leo, PhD, MPM, CIPM - Advisory Board - Moscow Russia
• Marco A. Lorenzo, MSc, CIPM - Architect - Spain EU - Hon. Global Advisor,
• Dr. Pui Wah Lee, PhD, MPM, CIPM, Master Project Manager - Hong Kong, PRC - Global Advisor

• Dr. Keith A. Moskowitz, PhD, MPM®, CIPM® - Scientist & Biochemist, Maryland USA - Board of Advisors
• Dr. James L. Hoyt, MPM Master Project Manager - Troy University
• Prof. Dr. Ayman Rashid, B.Sc., M.Sc.,PhD, MCSE, CIPM™ - Distinguished Professor and Consulting - Egypt
• Carl Gomersall, B.Sc. (Hons) Civ Eng, MBA, MPM, CIPM, F.AAPM, MBIFM, PMI, MIPM, MCM, MRRS, MLCI, MLAE, SMEiE, SMVEMS, MistelM, MCQI, MCMAA - United Kingdom - Hon. Global Advisor
• Prof. Dr. Ahmed Elragal, MPM, CIPM, SQAIT - Principal Project Manager - Oilserv Limited - Cairo
• Dr. Patrick Enlogus Yang, MMC, CPMC, CPITC, MPM, CPRM, PMP, CEC, Chief Operating Officer – Governance, Risk, Audit and Compliance (GRAC), Hong Kong - Hon. Global Advisor
• Dr. Amro Taleb, DBA, CIPM, CPME - Project Engineer and Manager - Canada / Syria - Hon. Global Advisor.
• Christian J. Sadlow, BSc Eng, MSc Eng, Certified International Project Manager (CIPM™) - Water Supply Engineer, Environmental Engineer - Trinidad and Tobago (Honorary Advisor)
• Azmi Bachar El-Osman, PMP™, MPM™ (Master Project Manager) - International Bank of Qatar (ibq) - Qatar - Hon. Global Advisor
• Robert Diakiw, M.Sc., MPM - Project Management Exec., Manitoba, Canada, Hon. Global Advisor
EMEA area - UAE - Hon. Global Advisor


- Dr. Motsoana Makoa, PhD, MPM™, CIPM™ - South Africa - Waymark Infotech - Hon. Global Advisor

- Dr. Zulkiflee Abdul-Samad, PhD, MS, PMP, CIPM, PME, MCSPM, MAppMgt (Arch) B.(Hons) QS, FAPM - University of Malaya (UM), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Project Management Faculty - Hon. Global Advisor

- Prof. Dr. Winston Awadzi, PhD, Professor of Management - Delaware State University Hon. Global Advisor.

- Dean Gabriel Ravayo Vera, PhD, PMP, CIPM - IDE Business School - Ecuador

- James Kajyan, MBA, MS, MPM™, PNC Global Investment Servicing - Delaware, USA - Hon. Global Advisor

- Kendall B. Pierce MPM™, CIPM™, MBA, PgMP, PMP™, CLGB, MCSD, MCSE, MCDBA, ITIL/ITv3F, Project Management Expert™ Hon. Gt. Advisor - Frisco, Texas USA

- Bradley Q. Wootten, AB, BS, MS, CIPM, PMP - Project Management Executive and Faculty, Virginia, USA

- Duwayne M. Manigault, MPM™, PMP®, Comptia IT Project Plus Certified Project Manager (Honorary Advisor)

- Prof. Carl Thong, MPM™, MBA, CIPM™, CWM - Singapore (Board of Advisors)


- Prof. Dr. Robert Ankoma Opoku, PhD, CEC, PME - King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals

- Dr. Edijjah Ezondu, MPM, FA-AFM, FCIM, FIMC, DocM, MBA, ACIPM, ACLArb, CMC - Hon. Global Advisor

- Ing. Ursula Ed Hage, MBA - MPB - Consultora - Hon. Global Advisor - Ecuador

- Carmine Russo, BS, MS, MPM, CIPM, Prince2 Certified Project Manager - Rome Italy EU * Hon. Global Advisor

- Lori Chehlbian, MPM, CIPM, CAPM - Masters in Technology GWU in DC - Illinois, USA * Honorary Advisor

- Guido Lazi, MPM, CIPM - The Hague, Holland - Special Advisor to the Board

- Patricia C. V. Henriques, MPM - Sr. Consultant HR and HF, and Project Manager - Integra A/S - Belgium Hon. Global Advisor


- Kevin Sanderson, MPM™, CIPM™ - (Hon. Board of Advisors) Colorado USA

- Hasain N. Al Ansari, CEC - Department of Municipal Affairs, Emirates of Abu Dhabi - Hon. Global Advisory Board

- Prof. Dr. Tan Oon Lye, PhD, MPM, CIPM - Republic of Singapore * Honorary Advisor to the Board

- George Jucan, MSc, MPM™, PMP™ - PM Consultant, Speaker, Trainer - Open Data Systems Inc. - Ont., Canada

- Bobby Thomas Varghese, CIPM, MS - IT & SE, CCNP, MCSA, Eng. - Illinois, USA

- David C. Lau, M.Sc., CIPM – Project Management Exec., Ontario Canada

- Prof. Mabir B. Asut, MPM, CIPM - Honorary Advisory Board - Istanbul, Turkey

- Dr. Raywat Chatreewisit, PhD, MPM, CIPM, CEC - Bangkok, Thailand

- Gerald Taylor, MBA, MPM, Six Sigma Black Belt, Member: Honorary Global Advisory Committee - AZ, US

- Steven M. Gamby, MBA, MPM™, CIPM™, CCS - Project Manager, Oshawa Ontario, Canada - Hon. Global Advisor

- Mr. Zamir Ahmad Chaudhry MBA, CertPFS, CaMAP, CrGRI, CeLTM, MPM™, CIPM™, UK Britain Project Manager

- Prof. Dr. Henry Oh, PhD, MPM, RRT-NPS, MT, CLC; Director of Health Sciences Simulation Center, San Juan College, NM, USA. (H. Advisory Board)

- Joseph P Nair, MPM™, CIPM™, CSM™, ITIL(r), PMP® - India Project Manager Professional * Hon. Advisor


- Simeon R. Latay, CPA, MPM - IT Systems and Management Consultant, L&S and Company, Philippines (Honorary Advisor)

- Gopi Krishnan, MBA, CIPM, Head of PMO, Software Quality Assurance & Testing - First Gulf Bank - UAE *
• D. John Birdwell, MPM™, CIPM, CEC (Masters Degree in Industry and Technology) Texas, USA - AAPM Advisor
• George Micah Sangeeth B.S., A.M.I.I.E., M.B.A., M.P.M., C.I.P.M. - General Manager
• Blaise Kiema, MBA, CIPM - United Nations - Vienna, Austria (Hon. Gl. Adv.)
• Willem Büchner, MPM™, CEC, CIPM - South Africa - (Hon. Gl. Adv.)
• Ear Ing Marios A. Ierides, MPM™, CIPM™, Dip.Eng MIET MIIEEE ACMII MIPM - Honorary Global Advisor
• Prof. Joel Carboni, MPM - project manager - Indiana USA - Hon. Global Advisor
• Sarji Mohammedali, B Tech (Computer Engg), MBA, PGDSM, MPM™ - Kochi, India Hons. Advisor
• Stuart Leonard, BS, CMIET, MPM - Project Engineer - Ark., USA *Hon. Global Advisor
• Lloyd Bumanglag, MPM, CIPM - Project Management California *
• Horre L. Dro, CIPM™, MPM - Oradea, Romania
• Sunil Kumar A. S. - BE (Civil), MBA (Project Management), MPM (Master Project Manager), CIPM (Certified International Project Manager), AAPM Honorary Advisory Committee Member, IPMC, IPMA, ASCET, Value Engineering Practitioner - Saudi Arabia *
• Apanisile Samuel Temitope, CIPM™, Nigerian Project Manager * Honorary Advisor
• Prof. Edwin Lim, CIPM, BS, Dip. A.T., Dip. MSM - Singapore Construction Project Manager (Honorary Advisor)
• Ndaya Muhammad Yehua, MSc, MPM, CIPM (Honorary Advisor) Abuja, Nigeria (Honorary Advisor)
• Henry Ong, CIPM, MPM - Philippines - Hon. Global Advisory Board
• Hispanic Network Magazine (2009) - Honorary Global Board Advisor for CEC and AAPM
• Thomas Keenan, PMP, ITIL, IPMA-D, MPM - TX, USA - Global Advisor
• Ramesh Duraisamy Sinappa Naidu, BSc Const Mgmt, MPM, CIPM, MA.A.PPM, F.A.A.PPM – Malaysia - Honorary Advisory Committee
• Abdul Eljarabi MBA MPM CIPM CPE MCT Project/Program Management Specialist - Project Control Systems Specialist - Construction and IT Projects, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

• Peter W. Cooper, M.S. (Eng), MPM, CPE, CIPM, - Illinois, USA - US Army Corps of Engineers - Hon. Global Advisory Board
• Raymond Lee, MSs, MPM™, MCMI, MIET, MASHRAE, Master Project Manager™ - Hong Kong - Hon. Global Advisor
• Professor Lawrence P Chavez MSCIS, BS(MIS) MPM, Albuquerque NM USA
• Dr. Michaela J.P. Theophilus, D. Hum., CLF, MBA, CIPM - Hon. Global Advisor
• Jose A. Sosa, BSEE, FS (e. MSF), CPE™ Certified Planning Engineer, Houston, TX - Hon. Global Advisor
• George J. Anastasopoulos, PhD - Athens Greece
• Sukant Kumar Dash, MBA, MCP, Hon. Global Advisor, India.
• Rick Hall, MPM, CIPM - Seattle, WA - USA - Project Mgt Exec - Hon. Global Advisor
• Er. Shailesh Nepal -BE(Civil) / MBA Caud. (Operation Management) / MPM / CIPM - Construction Management Consultant (Honorary Advisor)
• D K Sharma MS ( cons. mgmt), MPM, CIPM, Honorary Advisor Asia, Asia-pacific region
• Praveen Dayal, PMP, CIS-A, CISM, CRISC, CIPM, Singapore, Honorary Advisor, Global Advisory Board, Asia Pacific
• Sung Scott Park, B.S. (Mgt), PMI™, S.YGB, MPM™, CIPAF™, Honorary Global Advisory Committee AAPM
• S.A.V. Paul, M.Sc. (Reading) , MPM , CIPM - Guyana, (Hon Global Advisor
• Vivek Suman, CIPM™, MBA, Hon. Global Advisory Board
• Joslin Johnson, MSA, MPM™, CIPMTM, CCM - Hon Global Advisor
• Raymond Nkululeko Maseko, CIPM, Project Manager, Consultant
• Munaz Anjum, CEC, I.A.M.AI Certified, MA (Eco) PGCBM, Journalism, Rourkela, Orissa (India) (Honorary Advisor) - http://www.digitalgossips.com
• Alex F. Reyes MPM®, ICMP Albuquerque - New Mexico - Hon. Global Advisor
• Eduardo González, BSEE, BET, Master Project Manager (MPM™) - Project Manager, Project Engineer, Commissioning
Engineer, cGMP - Texas & Puerto Rico - USA, Honorary Advisor

Kofi Richard Osei Owusu, MPM, CIPM, CPE - Ghana - Hon. Global Advisor

Fahim Bhuiyan, MA, MS, MBA, PMP, CRMP, CIPM, CRM™, CIPM™, MCD™, AMAPM™, ERP Project Manager, Booz Allen Hamilton, Hon. Global Advisor

Chamath N. Rajakaruna, MPM, MMC, BBA, CPPM, CIM, DBA (Oracle) - Honorary Advisor for AAPM, Systems Engineer (Japan)

Trevor A. McKasson, MPM - Hon. Global Advisor

Denise M. Corcoran, CIPM, MPM® - AAPM® Hon. Global Advisor

Mr. Eric Russell Linton I, MPM, CIPM, MIT - AAPM® Hon. Global Advisor

Dr. Soobaschand Sweenarain, PhD, CIPM, Mauritius

Darrell R. Ivers BSc, MPM®, CIPM®, Program & Project Management Specialist,

LO Man-fung, Kelvin, BBA (HKUST), PGDE (HKU), MSc (PolyU), MA (CityU) (in progress), CCEBS, CP (ACS), MPM, PME, CEC (AAPM), MCP, CEA, CPC (IMCB), AAPM® Global Advisory Council

Nicholas Thairu, MPM®, CIPM®, Nairobi, Kenya, Hon. Global Advisor


Pete Miskovich, B.A, MPM, CIPM Florida - Hon. Global Advisor

Osabohien Henry Onyema, BEng (Hons), MNIM, MIMechE, MNSBE, F-AAPM, CPE, CIPM - Sr. Project Management Executive, NestOil PLC, Port-Harcourt, Nigeria. Hon. Global Advisor.

Eko Sujitno, Ir. (Civil), BSc. (Econ), MPM, CIPM, CPRM, F-AAPM – Jakarta, Indonesia – (Honorary Advisory Committee)

The AAPM Latin America and South American Advisory Board Includes: Dr. Alejandro Fonseca Ramírez; Dr. Eduardo Pablo Villimar; Lic. Gregorio Vázquez Alanis; Dr. José Humberto Guevara Balderas; Dr. Mauricio Cervantes; Dr. Mauricio de la Maza; Dr. Gerado Dubcovsky; Dra. Norma Hernández Perales; Dra. Rocio Gómez-Tagle Rangel

Jeffrey D. Chriss, MPM®, CIPM® - St. Petersburg, FL, USA - Hon. Global Advisor

Eko Sujitno, MPM®, MQM, CIPM®, CPRM™, F-AAPM - Muscat, Sultanate of Oman - Hon. Global Advisor

Prashant A. U, B.Sc., PGDBA, AM-IETE, Secretary-NHRCI, CIPM™ - Hon. Global Advisor

Christopher L. Hassler, MBA, MPM, CIPM - Springfield, FL - USA

Dr. eng. Abdullah ÖZDEMIR Turkey Certified MMC

Dr. Yair Mustafa Khan, Certified MMC - Pakistan

Darren Page, MPM®, PMP, Harrison College Sr. Program/Project Manager and REP Trainer, Hon. Global Advisory Board Member

Eng. Imran Yousaf, MS, MBA, CIPM, MPM - Member Advisory Board- Canada and Asia - Shell Manager Drilling & Operation

Paul Akinnola, M.A.Sc., P.Eng., PMP, MPM - Senior Project Manager - Hon. Global Advisor

Tony Scatliffe II BSc., CE&M, (Mediator), CIPM, MPM, MCP, RB&AI, CPC, MQM - Hon. Global Advisor - US

Dr. Imran Ahmad, JD, DBA, MBA, MSBA, MBA, MPM, CIPM, M, Dipl Eng.

Prof. Dr. Anis I. Milad – DBA, MBA, BS, SCPM, PME, CPRM, AMA, DeVry University, State University of New York/ESC, Baltimore USA

*Some members on the Global Advisor List are Honorary Faculty which is purely an Award Status and Recognition of Academic Excellence, Life Service, and Research. These members may nominate faculty to the board of advisors and faculty members have rights to offer amendments for the innovation of standards and ethics for AAPM. Faculty members are in no way considered to be faculty of the AAPM except within the limits of an Honorary or Faculty Award Recognition. They are simply recognized faculty members of Select Universities Worldwide that have been approved to receive honors or recognition from AAPM.
Those who have achieved Certification from our Board of Standards & International Board

Below is a selection of a few of the global organizations whose employees have earned Board Certification and Charter Membership from the AAPM, GAFM or AAFM affiliated programs.

North American & Global Organizations

Finance Institutions
HSBC Banking Group
Citibank International
Bank of America
BNP Paribas
Wells Fargo
United Trust Bank
AIG/AIA
CIGNA Group
MetLife Financial
New York Life
Zurich International
ING Insurance
Prudential Financial
Manulife Financial
ABN AMRO
JP Morgan/Chase
American Express (Financial Advisors)
California Bank & Trust
Wachovia Bank
Bank of New York
Consolidated Financial Group
UBS/PaineWebber
Salomon Smith Barney
Merrill Lynch
Morgan Stanley
Fidelity Securities
Barclays Bank
US IRS – Fed Gov’t.

Service Companies

Adecco
Thomson Financial
Reuters
Bloomberg
Cap Gemini Ernst & Young
Deloitte & Touche
Forrester Research
KPMG Professional Services
PriceWaterhouse Coopers
Equant
Western Union

Governmental

Internal Revenue Service
Department of Justice
Department of Interior
Department of Treasury
UAE Government
China Government
Singapore Government
African Governments
India Government

Public Companies

Procter & Gamble
AT&T
Bell (Canada)
IBM
Nokia
Chevron Texaco
GE Capital
GE Aircraft Systems
GE Medical Systems
Honeywell
Lockheed Martin
Rolls Royce Industrial
Volvo
BMC Software
Cisco Systems
Fujitsu
Microsoft
Sharp Electronics
McDonalds
Paramount
New York Stock Exchange
NASDAQ (National Association of Securities Dealers)

Non-Profit Institutions

Department of Justice
Ministry of Finance
Asian Development Bank
World Bank
UN - UNESCO
UNITAR

Middle-East Organizations

Finance Institutions
National Bank of Kuwait
Al Ahli Bank
Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank
Bergan Bank
Commercial Bank of Kuwait
Central Bank of Oman
Union National Bank
Kuwait Investment Authority
Dubai Islamic Bank
Central Bank of UAE
Gulf International Bank
Mashreq Bank
The Investment Dar
Bank Muscat
Abu Dhabi Investment Authority
Arab National Bank
Emirates Bank
Saudi Hollandi Bank
Riyad Bank

Asian Organizations

Temasek Holdings
Pacific Insurance
ICICI Bank
HCL Technologies
Bharat Petroleum
MAA Mutual Berhad
Royal Mint Wealth Management
Srinakharinwirot University
Syarikat Takaful Holding
American Bourses Corp
Apac Development
Bernard Lim & Associates
SingTel
PCCW
China Mobile
Bank of Communications
Bank of China
Development Bank of Singapore
AAPM® Alliances and Official Recognition

Global Recognition of AAPM®

The AApM® is recognized globally. We are the 1st graduate organization in the world for Project Managers where we offer Board Certification in key fields. Led by our Global Board of Standards that are professors, government leaders, ranking military from various countries, experts, scientists, and PhDs from around the world, the AAPM is a truly international organization that requires accredited education and experience.

The AApM® accredits approved graduate training in over 20 countries working in conjunction with accredited and leading education and training providers around the world.

- TUV Accreditation
- ISO 29990 Certification
- ISO 9001 Certification
- The AAPM® Trademark Registration
- The CIPM® Certified International Project Manager Trademark Registration - US Copyright of Curriculum and CIPM Program Creation
- US Government Recognizes The MPM® Master Project Manager International Trademark Registration USPTO - US Copyright of Curriculum and CIPM Program Creation
- Recognized in the USA New York Times - "About" Project Management Certification Reference Authority Section Each Year for over 5 Years. See Evidence
- AABFS Arab Academy of Banking and Financial Services
- Arab League of States via the AABFS
- NOCA National Organization for Competency Assurance - Certifying Organ. Member. - International Board of Standards
- Member of the ANSI American National Standards Institute
- Recognized University of California - Legal Alliance with Univ. of California Silicon Valley with Chapter Authority to University of California
- Recognized by the CUNY City University of New York & Queens College USA - Articulation
- The Chinese University of Hong Kong - Articulation
- Alliance George Washington University - Washington DC - GWU Masters in Project Management Program Articulation
- Recognized by PM Qualifications Registry
- Academic Articulation with Southern California Chapter Accredited Program - Diamond Graduate Law Program - AAPM Approved e-Business and PM Diploma Courses
- UK and EU University Chapter Recognition - Spain, Scotland, UK, and others.
- United Nations Civil Society Registered and Disclosed as a Board of Standards
- US Department of Education Disclosed and Transparent International Board of Standards Government Websites on Professional Organizations
- US Department of Labor - Certification Listings - Career Voyages.gov
• **EUROPEAN - ABEI - British Engineering Society - EUROPEAN - AAPM Italy**
  Chapter- Casella Postale 1 2 28197 - Ronco Scrivia (Ge) - Italy Examination Center ABEI
  - British Engineering Society - address: via Padova, 127 20127 Milano – Italy
  - CIPM Certified International Project Manager ® Hong Kong Trademark
  - AAPM Guides and Handbooks used a major colleges such as some of the New York Stock Exchange DeVry University Project Management Courses
  - IBA Indian Business Academy
  - Graduate Management Board and International Management Consultants Advisory Council
  - The List of **Top 3 Global Project Management Certifications**: [Article](#)

• ADEE Business School EU Chapters
• India - �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��
• ACCE The African Economists Association
• EFI The Egyptian Finance Institute
• LAC The Latin American Capítulo
• The Royal Society of Fellows RSOF
• Certification Council International
• Government of India - Presidential Advisors Recognition
• NBEA National Business Education Association NBEA
• NASA Recommended Resources
• **The History of Project Management** - How AAPM was the first graduate project management body.
• PMQ PM Qualifications Authority
• ISBE International Society of Business Education
• American Academy of Financial Management™
• Institute of Certified E-Commerce Consultants™
• IBC Global 2010 - Informa - - AAPM ® Copyrights IP Agreement Recognized in Contractual Alliance Agreement
• University of International Cooperation Americas
• International Federation for Financial Standards
• Forbes News Morningstar News
• Digital 50 - Ad Hoc News - CentreDaily News
• Yahoo Finance

• **中国人力资本部**
• �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��
• **Profesionales de América Latina Grupo Bancario**
• **आईआईएफएम लीकोर्स एंड फीनांस इईटीएफ**
• **Internationale Institut vir Belasting & Finansies IITF**
• **阿拉伯联合国家的认可**
• **Arab League Arab Academy Recognized in over 20 Arab League nations**
Benefits of Membership and Certification by AAPM ®

- Gain Post Nominal recognition from our Global International Board of Standards
- Use of AAPM ® Professional Designations after your name on your Business Card and on your Promotional Materials.
- Online Career Tools
- Professionally promote and illuminate your graduate education, hard work, accredited education, and specializations.
- Protect your job with an independent, recognized and global society and authority
- Digital Competitiveness - You can add AAPM ® to your Online Resume & Improve your image and salary potential
- Handsome membership and Certification Documents suitable for framing shipped to you.
- Use of our AAPM ® Member CEC Job Tools and Job Board
- Use of the AAPM ® Research, Publications and Web Tools
- Global Verification of Members for Employment
- Ability to be listed on our employment certification verification web registry and possibly become a committee member.
- Possibility to earn further AAPM ® graduate certification or charter in areas of: Quality, Service/Process, HR, Marketing, and Planning.
- Fellows of the Academy and Advisory Council Members can: Nominate new members for certification, Author & Publish Articles in our Network, Add the Fellow distinction to their resume, open a local chapter, provide executive insights for innovation to the Board.
- Become a Fellow of the Academy
- Obtain Dual membership in the Global Academy.
- Free Digital Books and Tools for Members
The Board of Standards and Academy Strategic Mission:

The AAPM ® IPMC ™ International Project Management Commission provides standards for Board Certification in the areas of Graduate Project Management Knowledge and Methodology.

Rational:

As there had not been a graduate professional project manager organization specifically for Executives, MBAs, Managers of Teams, PhDs and accredited degree holders, The AAPM ® has met this need and become the organization of choice for highly educated individuals or industry experts because AAPM requires an accredited college degree or equivalent for membership and certification. The AAPM ® receives its license, sanction and authority from the IPMC International Project Management Commission ™.

Project Management - Certification Requirements

www.aapm.eu
www.certifiedprojectmanager.us
UnMatched Graduate Standards in Project Management

The AAPM® Executive Designation Programs provide the assurance that the holder has met the suggested criteria for graduate credentials set out in the Ibanez US Supreme Court Dictum and Decision. Further, the IPMC™ and AAPM® board certification requires meeting 6 different levels of global criteria including ethics and our global body of standards which are the 1st Standards specifically based on the documented methodology used by government agencies and departments.

** Accreditation - Our GAFM® Certification Board is TUV Accredited and ISO 9001 Certified for Quality and ISO 29990 Certified for Educational Standards. Approved Sanctioned by the Arab Academy for over 20 Arab Nations. In academic alliance with the ACBSP National Business Accreditation Agency for Certification Standards worldwide. The GAFM® Board of Standards is a founding member of the quality assurance standards memorandum of the CHEA International Quality Group.

Acceptance into the AAPM® is a high distinction and requires the holder to possess a graduate level portfolio of skills and knowledge. Acceptance statistics are not high, and the designation when achieved is a high honor strictly for accredited degree holders or individuals with equivalent backgrounds.

6 Graduate Standards & Requirements of AAPM® and IPMC:

1. AAPM® IPMC™ Commission Sanctioned Education
2. College Education or Equivalent
3. Successful Assessment or Testing
4. Abiding by the AAPM® IPMC™ Ethics Agreement
5. Project Management Experience
6. Sanctioned IPMC AAPM® Continuing Education

After completing the training with an approved provider and successfully completing all membership criteria for AAPM® certification, the training provider can then forward the nomination to the IPMC™ Board of Standards for Processing and Registration for global board certification and designations. You then become listed on our global database which allows you to be credential checked and confirmed online from around the world while also giving you private login access to world class project management articles, publications, power points, job tools, and information.

**Foundational Ethical Policy and Code of Conduct for the AAPM® Global Members**

- Members agree to abide by all of the laws of your jurisdiction and country of employment regardless of where you are living.
- To keep all customer and project relationships and information confidential unless Members can legally disclose it.
- Members are to engage all projects with effectiveness and efficiency.
- To work with zeal and diligence with all projects
- To communicate in good faith with your team members
- You are to use the IPMC Trademarks in the spirit of high ethical standards
IPMC™ Commission - Purposes of Project Management

The purpose of Executive Project Management is to ensure the project achieves its goals & objectives, by planning, directing, tracking, and controlling, and improving the activities necessary for development and delivery of required products and services. The IPMC™ Project Management Methodology involves developing plans and maintaining them throughout the project life cycle. Estimates are established and maintained regarding cost, schedule, size of work products, and critical technical parameters. Commitments to project objectives and plans are established and maintained throughout the project. Project participants and stakeholders are identified and organized to meet project objectives. As the project is executed, the project and performance are monitored and tracked in accordance with the plan. Corrective actions are taken as needed to ensure the project will meet its objectives. Continuous improvement is enhanced at all levels.

Goals of Executive Project Management

1. Projects are established, maintained, and executed to provide required products and services that reflect customer and stakeholder needs.
2. Estimates of the project’s planning parameters are established and maintained to support resource estimates.
3. Commitments related to the project are established and maintained.
4. Progress of the project is evaluated against its plans.
5. Corrective actions are taken when appropriate and managed to closure.

The Essence of the AAPM® IPMC Methodology

Project management methods are used to establish and evolve project plans, to assess actual achievement and progress against the plans, and to control execution of the project to successful conclusion. The resources applied to project management should be scaled according to the size and complexity of the project. Stakeholders should be involved in project planning to ensure every participant understands what resources are required and commits to providing them when needed. Examples of small projects are typically found in research or infrastructure efforts. The determination and continuous adjustment of the appropriate effort and scope for management of a project is an appropriate activity of Project Management. Coordination and commitment among affected groups and individuals (stakeholders) is critical to successful development and execution of plans. The detail and formality with which Project Management steps are applied should be adjusted according to the size, criticality, complexity, and risk of projects. Some level of disciplined project management is appropriate for the smallest of projects. Project Management methods and steps are applicable to all manner of projects, including planning, new product or service design and development, production, operations, maintenance, product or services evaluation, and support. Project Management applies to managing a business unit or a service organization. The project manager is ultimately responsible to the customer.
Project Management Gains Control Over the following

- **TIME** - The amount of time required to complete the project. Typically broken down for analytical purposes into the time required to complete the components of the project.
- **COST** - Calculated from the time variable. Cost to develop an internal project is time multiplied by the cost of the team members involved.
- **QUALITY** - The amount of time put into individual tasks determines the overall quality of the project.
- **SCOPE** - Requirements specified for the end result. The overall definition of what the project is supposed to accomplish, and a specific description of what the end result should be or accomplish.
- **RISK** - Potential points of failure. Most risks or potential failures can be overcome or resolved, given enough time and resources.

AAPM® Methods are composed of several key activities such as:

- Planning the work
- Investigation and Diagnosis
- Assessing risk
- Estimating resources
- Organizing the work
- Acquiring human and material resources
- Assigning tasks
- Directing activities
- Controlling project execution
- Reporting progress
- Analyzing the results based on the facts achieved
- Continuous Improvement
1. **Define project objectives, scope, and outputs:** Define project objectives, scope, and the work products and services that are to be provided by the project.

2. **Define the activities and life-cycle approach:** Define the activities needed to achieve project outputs and the life-cycle approach that will be used.

3. **Estimate planning parameters:** Estimate and document the work product and task planning parameters that provide a basis for resource estimates.

4. **Estimate project resource requirements:** Estimate the project effort, cost, and other resource requirements.

5. **Establish schedules:** Develop management and technical schedules for the project.

6. **Establish and maintain plans:** Establish and maintain a complete set of plans for providing the products and services throughout the project life cycle.

7. **Establish commitment:** Establish and maintain commitment of affected groups and individuals to project objectives and plans, and commitment of resources as identified in the plan.

8. **Organize to meet project objectives:** Identify individuals or teams that will be assigned the resources and responsibilities for meeting project objectives.

9. **Direct the project:** Communicate project plans, direction, corrective actions, and status, and coordinate project activities.

10. **Monitor Project Performance:** Monitor and track project activities and results against plans.

11. **Review and Analyze Project Performance:** Conduct formal and informal reviews of project performance and analyze variances from plans.

12. **Take Corrective Action:** Take corrective actions to address problems.
Ethics & Code of Conduct for AAPM® IPMC™ ©

1. You agree to abide by all of the laws of your jurisdiction and country of employment regardless of where you are living.
2. To keep all customer and project relationships and information confidential unless you can legally disclose it.
3. To work with zeal and diligence with all projects.
4. To communicate in good faith with your team members and supervisors.
5. Promote Productivity, Efficiency and Effectiveness.
6. You are to use the IPMC Trademarks in the spirit of high ethical standards.
7. Assist other project managers in their professional development.
8. Engage fair and just treatment of other project managers.
9. Ethically provide information about project cost, time and quality.
10. Use utmost care in the receipt of gifts or any other perks.
11. Maintain personal accountability and responsibility for projects.
12. Maintain high professional conduct in my affairs.
13. Encourage others to act fairly and ethically.
14. Strive to protect the safety and health of the public at-large in our work and projects.
15. Avoid legal conflicts of interest.

Breach of Conduct:

At any time, a member can be put on probation or have their use of credentials stripped for any of the following reasons:

- Lapse of good standing with the organization. Good standing includes lack of payment for membership, certification, course, or designation use.
- A breach of any of the above ethics guidelines.
- Mis-use of any of the AAPM IPMC trademarks, content, literature, training materials or brand.

If a member has breached the Board of Standards rules, the Board may review and vote to either put the member on probation or revoke the certification and membership. A revocation would include banning the member name from any AAPM or IPMC materials and the legal injunction upon the member to not use any of the AAPM or IPMC brand or marks ever again.
Online Programs

Qualifying ONLINE Courses and Assessment may count for charter and certification without further examination. The International Board of Standards already has articulation agreements with the ACBSP Accreditation Agency which represents 1000 business school programs and also with major MOOC providers. After your petition and nomination by the Deans offices, you can process your application directly to the AAPM Board of Standards.

- The AAPM recognizes the ACBSP Accredited Business Schools which represents 1000 business school programs
- The Board of Standards has a relationship with the CHEA for standards
- The AAPM recognizes select MOOCs from Edx, Futurelearn, Udacity, Udemy, and Coursera.
- AAPM has accredited and approved training providers worldwide
- AAPM recognizes select courses and exams from the AACSB accredited schools.

*Select Global Training Providers included: AAFM®, USA, Queens College, University California Silicon Valley, Project Management Resource Group, IIR, IBC Asia, INFORMA, Lignum Technologies, and many more. All members and certification holders subject to laws and jurisdiction of their own country. Please read terms and disclaimer of the IPMC Board Website as they apply to this handbook.
AAPM is experiencing phenomenal worldwide growth. To capitalize on our global certifications and brand, we seek to expand alliances and approved new providers of our education in relevant territories.

**Partnership / Provider Requirements**

The best alliances are typically: established colleges, conferencing organizations, training companies, consulting firms, or universities. You should already have marketing in place with an extensive database of clients and prospects. Our successful alliances also contacts and existing relationships with the major corporations, banks, industries, airlines, government departments and so forth in your location.

If you are in Asia, India, Africa, Europe, China, Canada, USA or Latin America, we can discuss options where you can be an approved provider of qualifying certification programs.
AAPM® Structure and Authority

The AAPM™ has seen a meteoric rise to affluence and membership in recent years, as executives, managers, and degree holders strive to maintain and augment their education, credentials, integrity, and skill sets.

The AAPM® Board of Standards™ is the certifying body and regulatory body for the much sought after AAPM® Designations and Credentials. AAPM Executive Designation Programs provides the assurance that the holder has met the suggested criteria for graduate credentials set out in the Ibanez US Supreme Court Decision. Further, the AAPM board certification requires passing 6 different levels of standards including: College Education, Testing, Ethics & Professionalism, Degree, Experience, & Continuing Education. Acceptance into the AAPM™ is a high distinction and requires the holder to possess a graduate level portfolio of skills and knowledge. Acceptance statistics are not high, and the designation when achieved is a high honor strictly for those who have earned a college education.

The AAPM® was the first in the USA to offer a Graduate Wealth Management Charter Certification. The AAPM® Flagship CWM® program has had a huge impact worldwide in the pedagogy and quality of education standards.

The American Academy of Project Management® is governed by a vendor-neutral independent professional Super Board of Standards and Accreditation Council. The AAPM Board of Standards is made of appointments from amongst the professional, academic and industry pool of membership and currently includes Professors, Doctorate Holders, and Professionals from the Finance & Business sectors worldwide. Board Members nominated are typically recognized because of their outstanding contribution to the Industry or to best practice principles in the field of professional education. Board Members retain their board position for a period of two years. The Super Board is responsible for the following high level actions:

1. Regulation of AAPM® Intellectual Property and the issuance and use of any Certification, Charter, Member Document, Content, Exams or other IP.
2. Approval of new AAPM® college providers or any training partners as the Accreditation Council.
3. Approval and oversight of curriculum and examination requirements globally
5. Regulation of member behavior and action for breach of the AAPM code of ethics.
6. Approval of new chapters in developing member markets
Appendix B – AAPM ® - Mission and Regulation

AAPM ® Mission Statement
AAPM ’s mission is to serve its global membership and stakeholders as a world leader in educating and reinforcing the international knowledge of executives and potential leadership of institutions. AAPM mandates consent to high standards of professional conduct & ethics, and AAPM activities are International in nature and scope.

AAPM ® Certification Board Mission Statement

- To Continue to Be a World Class Certifying Body and Board of Standards
- To promote high standards as a Global Accreditation Council
- Assist in the professional, executive training, and social development of management professionals interested in investments, PM planning, corporate finance, estate planning, asset management, risk management, taxation, international business, and market analysis. This includes the perspectives of economics, political-legal environmental issues; NGOs; and private enterprises.
- Promote and protect the integrity of the AAPM Membership, Training, and Designations both nationally and internationally.
- Provide a structure for interaction between members and the professional community, business executives, government officials, and related academic professionals.
- Enhance employment opportunities for AAPM Members at all levels via networking, training, and outreach.
- To continue to grow internationally with specialized on-site executive training available at select accredited colleges and training centers.
Appendix C – AAPM ® Terminal Course Objectives

AAPM ® approves and sponsors a multitude courses in many countries around the world. Each course has a recommended curriculum or topic coverage. Although our topic coverage or TCO Terminal Course Objectives contain major areas of focus, the individual course provider has the flexibility to localize and tailor a certification course to meet the local laws, regulations, or even the local industry needs.

As an example, AAPM ® recognizes several educational providers and their existing training programs. Thus, an organization that already has a high-quality set of courses in areas such as: Project Management, Project Risk, Quality Control, Agile Communications, Human Resources, E-Business and more.

Our committee of professors and industry experts review each course for quality. AAPM also reserves the right to review and approve copies of course promotions, course notes, course exams and handouts.

Appendix D – AAPM ® Courses & Ethics and Professionalism

All AAPM ® courses are expected to contain a segment on ethics and professionalism. Ethics and Professionalism varies due to government laws of each country. However, AAPM Certified Trainers and experts should be able to teach on the varying laws and regulations on the issues of: Integrity, Conflicts of Interest, Self Dealing, Confidentiality, Privacy, Securities Regulations and related statutes and codes.
Appendix E – AAPM ® Board of Standards & Legal Contact Information

AAPM ® USA North America
Attn: George Mentz, JD, MBA, CWM®
AAPM ® General Counsel - Attorney at Law (LA-EDLA)
Suite 293, 1670-F East Cheyenne Mtn. Blvd, Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Tel: 504-495-1748 Fax: 419-828-4923 Email: info@certifiedprojectmanager.us
www.CertifiedProjectManager.org * www.AAPMGlobal.com

AAPM ® Asia Singapore, Hong Kong & Beijing
www.AAPMGlobal.com

AAPM ® West Indies
www.lignumtech.com

AAPM ® Middle East – Arabia
AAPM ® Arabia 22 Countries - in alliance with Arab Leagues’ AABFS Arab Academy and INFORMA Global

AAPM ® Latin America – Training Headquarters
Prof. Dr. Santillan
www.AAFMLA.com

AAPM ® Asia and China – AAPM China Mainland and Hong Kong
www.CertifiedProjectManager.org

AAPM ® India – AAPM – Bombay/Mumbai
Dir Deepak Jain - Mumbai, Chennai, Delhi www.AAFMIndia.com

AAPM ® Africa – AAPM – South Africa
Dir. Samuel Temitope, MPM www.CertifiedProjectManager.org

AAPM ® Brazil – AAPM Philippines
Henry Ong, MPM, CIPM www.AAPMPhilippines.org

_______________________

AAPM ® WEB RESOURCES

www.CertifiedProjectManager.us (Board of Standards USA)
www.AAPM.eu (International Board of Standards headquarters website)

Other Global AAPM ® Training Websites

All Rights Reserved 1996-2020 © AAPM American Academy of Project Management Handbook and Web Content © are Federally Copyrighted Materials © which are owned by the AAPM ™ USA and Protected by International Law and Treaties CWM ® Chartered Wealth Manager ® AAPM ® Certified Program is Federally Trademarked and Copyrighted ©
Global Accreditation Programs and Worldwide Recognition in Diplomatic Agreements and International Outreach and Volunteerism.

- AAPM Certification Board is TUV Accredited
- AAPM is ISO 9001 Certified for Quality
- AAPM is ISO 29990 Certified for Educational Standards.
- AAPM is Approved Sanctioned by the Arab Academy for over 20 Arab Nations.
- AAPM is in academic alliance with the ACBSP National Business Accreditation Agency for Certification Standards worldwide.
- CHEA Mutual Recognition - The GAFM ® Board of Standards is a founding member of the quality assurance standards memorandum of the CHEA International Quality Group.
- The AAPM ® consults again with the Department of Labor USA.
- AAPM Board also has consulted to assist United Nations and World Bank
- AAPM Included in the websites of: Department of Labor, Project Authority Reference Guides, About PM Guides
- AAPM ® Offering Programs Internationally and 1st in the world to have Certification Programs with a USA Accredited Law School and Post Graduate Program
- AAPM ® Recognized in Diplomatic Agreement with the Arab Academy which is owned by the League of Arab States
- AAPM ® The first to be recognized by the India Institute of Finance and the President of India’s offices.
- AAPM ® Recognized by the ACCE African Economists Association.
- Board of Standards Recognized by Chinese Government Ministry of Human Resources.
- AAPM ® Recognized by the Consortium of Top Latin American Business Schools.
- Accreditation Council for Business Schools and their 500+ Accredited business schools recognize the AAPM ® Certifications.
- AAPM Certification Programs count for Human Resources Continuing Education

All Rights Reserved 1996-2020. All applicants or members make a good faith legal presentation and declaration of credentials, licenses, degrees and experience which is covered by the Digital Signature Act and International Treaties. All designation holders are subject to their own laws of their respective jurisdictions and can only use our designations positively in conjunction with local, state, provincial, and federal laws. If anyone reports false or fraudulent information, we can simply report this fraud or misrepresentation to the relevant legal authorities and place a BAN on our website for the individual who has falsified any application. You comprehend that we do not offer any degree or diploma from the USA, but we do offer professional designations to those who have met the accredited education and training and experience requirements. You understand that the AAPM effectively recognizes and accredits over 560 double accredited business schools globally. You agree that you have read the terms and disclaimers and other requirements publicly listed on the AAPM USA websites.
Regional University and Engineering Chapters

1. University of California - Silicon Valley
2. New York - Queens College Chapter
3. China - China University of Hong Kong
4. PMRG - Ohio Chapter
5. Italy Milan/Genoa Offices – EU Accredited
7. Indonesia Chapter Accredited BNSP
8. African Project Management Chapter
9. India Chapter - Mumbai
10. Latin America Chapter
11. National Business School
12. University for International Cooperation
13. Lignum Institute in the Bahamas
14. Philippines Chapter
15. Kuwait Chapter - Kuwaiti Engineering Society
16. Russia - National Research University
17. Arab Academy of Banking and Financial Sciences

Online Networking and Jobs - LinkedIn Group # 49529

LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com/groupRegistration?gid=49529

Websites:

www.CertifiedProjectManager.org
www.AAPM.eu
www.ProjectManagementCertification.org
www.CertifiedProjectManager.us
AAPM ® Certification Board Authority
Legal Counsel and Compliance Offices United States
Attention: Prof./Dr.Jur. G.S. Mentz, JD, MBA, MPM
Suite 293, 1670-F East Cheyenne Mountain Blvd.
Colorado Springs, Colorado USA
e-mail: info@ {CertifiedProjectManager.org }  
Phone: 877-588-2698

- www.CertifiedProjectManager.US
- www.CertifiedProjectManager.ORG
- www.CertifiedProjectManager.Net
- www.CertifiedProjectManager.EU